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Addressing Growing Demand with
Premium Warranted Products
The Axis Systems Group
Three Point Process
The ASG Product-Focused Mandate to
building Solution Orientated Systems
starts with our Three Point Process.
1. Developing Customized Strategies
by Merging our Extensive Research
and Applied Industry Knowledge
2. Assembling an Action Plan to Streamline the Design and Build Process
3. Surrounding your Audio Visual and
/or Security Project with our System
of Quality Assurance and our Depth
of Experience in Structured Cabling
Toll Free: 1 877 464 2904
ROI@AxisSystemsGroup.com
AxisSystemsGroup.com

We are ASG–Axis Systems Group, located in Greater Vancouver, British Columbia.
Our dynamic team of industry experts and accredited personnel provide integrated
and scalable solutions to streamline the design and build process, the procurement
of premium warranted products and the implementation of communications systems.
With a goal to position ourselves as a BC industry leader, ASG specializes in a full
range of design and build needs in the areas of:
1. Audio Video / Visual
2. Security Systems
3. POL–Passive Optical LAN

4. Fibre Optic Installations
5. Wireless Infrastructure
6. Multi-site Technology Deployment

Our process-driven approach starts with complete collaboration with our customers
in order to fully understand individual requirements and to provide assurances.
At ASG, we have built customized solutions for countless industries such as:
BC Corporations, Performing Arts/Theatre, Houses of Worship, Education,
Health Care, Government, Tourism, Hospitality, Entertainment, First Nations,
Media, Resource-based, Media, Biomedical Research, Retail and many more.

“...Whether your needs are Access Control, CCTV Camera Monitoring or
Intrusion Detection, you will be covered with our guaranteed security
systems. We ensure long-term functionality, flexibility and local
support. Our team members are certified and trained with only
industry-recognized, warranted brands.”
Joana Barbulescu, RCDD
President, The Axis Group of Companies

Integrated Communications Systems
Relationship-based. Technology-driven
At AxisSystems, we are a solutions-centered technical
organization and are constantly adapting to the evolution
of multiple technology systems by continuously improving our
understanding of new industry standards and codes. Whether
you are modernizing, transferring or growing your communications infrastructure, AxisSystems can recommend a customized
solution for your current and future networking plans.
Technical Services
At AxisSystems, we are consistently upgrading our technical
solutions, project management, knowledge-base and the sourcing of branded warranted products for multiply industries.
Premium Warranted Products
Together with our legacy company, AxisTech, our decades of
installation expertise at the Axis Group of Companies have established a history of trusted relationships with our top tiered
manufacturing brand partners, companies and tradesmen.

Performance Sound

Decades of Experience
in the Sound
Reinforcement
Market
Our mission is to provide
value beyond expectations. We provide
full design and implementation for corporate sound and video,
performing arts and houses of worship with our top audio
video / visual brands. Our team has live sound engineering experience that enables us to deliver excellent solutions
from ‘day-one’. At AxisSystems, we also work closely with your
production team to optimize your audience’s audio and visual
experience... We welcome your call.

Audio Video / Visual

Forward Thinking System Integration. Custom Built
With technology’s rapid pace of change, audio visual projects
have become more complex. Our team will analyze your technical requirements, and overall goals before creating a solution
that is best suited for your needs. Our audio visual and multimedia solutions are used extensively in government, educational institutions, healthcare facilities, lecture theatres, public
displays, and beyond.

Security Systems

Your Source for Future-proof Security Systems
AxisSystems offers the full range of security sub-systems:
Intrusion detection, Access control, Video surveillance and
Monitoring. We combine these elements to suit your business,
building integrated security systems for increased safety and
loss prevention. We cater to a wide-range of industries, including health-care, education, government, retail, commercial and
industrial, health-care, education, government, retail, commercial and industrial.

Fiber Optics Installation

Trusted Leaders for Your Fiber Optic Cabling
In today’s networked world, fiber optic cabling is essential for
transmitting information over longer distances and at higher
bandwidths. AxisSystems is a recognized leader in fiber optic
cable installation, combining rigorous attention to detail with
proven technical skill. Regardless of your project’s application or
scale, we can create the custom solution that will work for you.

Wireless Infrastructure

The Right Solutions Deployed Quickly and Professionally
AxisSystems can provide the answer to your wireless 
networking questions, overseeing all aspects of project
management from budget and time considerations to product
resources. With our experience in the industry, we provide the
right technical resources resulting in a wireless infrastructure
that will be cutting-edge, fully-mobile and tailored to
your application.
AGC – The Axis Group of Companies, comprised of Axis Systems
Group and Axis Technical Services, credits ongoing success in part,
to its long-term association with BICSI - Building Industry
Consulting Service International.
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